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4.
E X P L A N A T I O N A N D UNDERSTANDING

The final problem to be dealt w i t h in this series of essays
concerns the range of attitudes that a reader may entertain
when confronted w i t h a text. In the previous essays the em
phasis was on the speaker, writer, or authorand the questions
dealt w i t h were: What is meant when somebody speaks?
When somebody writes? When somebody means more than
what he actually says? N o w we ask what is it to understand a
discourse w h e n that discourse is a text or a literary work? How
do we make sense of written discourse?
Beyond Romanticist Hermeneutics
With the dialectic of explanation and understanding, I hope
to provide m y interpretation theory with an analysis of writ
ing, which w i l l be the counterpart of that of the text as a work
of discourse. To the extent that the act of reading is the coun
terpart of the act of w r i t i n g , the dialectic of event and mean
ing, so essential to the structure of discourse, as we saw in the
first essay, generates a correlative dialectic in reading between
understanding or comprehension (the verstehen of the Ger
man hermeneutical tradition) and explanation {theerklaren of
that same tradition). Without imposing too mechanical a cor
respondence between the inner structure of the text as the
discourse of the writer and the process ofinterpretation asthe
discourse of the reader on our discussion, it may be said, at
least i n an introductory fashion, that understanding is to
reading what the event of discourse is to the utteranceo
discourse and that explanation is to reading what the veroai
and textual autonomy is to the objective meaning ot ais71
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course. A dialectical structure of reading therefore corre
sponds to the dialectical structure of discourse. This corre
spondence confirms my statement i n my prefatory remarks
that the theory of discourse presented i n the first essay gov
erns all the subsequent developments of my interpetation
theory.
Just as the dialectic of event and meaning remams implicit
and difficult to recognize i n oral discourse, that ofexplanation
and understanding is quite impossible to identify i n the
dialogical situation that we call conversation. We explain
something to someone else in order that he can understand.
And what he has understood, he can i n turn explain to a third
party. Thus understanding and explanation tend to overlap
and to pass over into each other. I w i l l surmise, however, that
in explanation we ex-plicate or unfold the range of propo
sitions and meanings, whereas i n understanding we com
prehend or grasp as a whole the chain of partial meanings in
one act of synthesis.
This nascent, inchoative polarity between explanation and
understanding as it is dimly perceived in the communication
process of conversation becomes a clearly contrasting duality
in Romanticist hermeneutics. Each term of the pair there
represents a distinct and irreducible mode of intelligibility.
Explanation finds its paradigmatic field of application i n
the natural sciences. When there are external facts to observe,
hypotheses to be submitted to empirical verification, general
laws for covering such facts, theories to encompass the scat
tered laws in a systematic whole, and subordination ofempirical generalizations to hypothetic-deductive procedures, then
we may say that we "explain." A n d the appropriate correlate
of explanation is nature understood as the common horizon of
facts, laws and theories, hypotheses, verifications, and de
ductions.
Understanding, i n contrast, finds its originary field of ap
plication i n the human sciences (the German GeisteswiS'
senschaften), where science has to do w i t h the experience of
other subjects or other minds similar to our o w n . It relies on
the meaningfulness of such forms of expression as physiog
nomic, gestural, vocal, o r w r i t t e n signs, and upon documents
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and monuments, w h i c h share w i t h writing thegeneralcharacter of inscription. The immediate types of expression are
meaningful because they refer directly to the experienceofthe
other mind w h i c h they convey. The other, less direct sources
such as written signs, documents, and monuments are no less
significant, except that they convey the other mind's experi
ences indirectly, not directly, to us. The necessity of interpret
ing these signs proceeds precisely from the indirectness of the
way i n which they convey such experiences. But there would
be no problem of interpretation, taken as a derivative of
understanding, i f the indirect sources were not indirect ex
pressions of a psychic life, homogenous to the immediate
expressions ofa foreign psychiclife. This continuity between
direct and indirect signs explains why "empathy" as the
transference of ourselves into another's psychic life is the
principle common to every k i n d of understanding, whether
direct or indirect.
The dichotomy between understanding and explanation in
Romanticist hermeneutics is both epistemological and ontological. It opposes two methodologies and two spheres of
reality, nature and m i n d . Interpretation is not a third term,
nor, as I shatlattempt to demonstrate, the name of thedialectic
between explanation and understanding. Interpretation is a
particularcase of understanding. It is understanding applied
to the written expressions of life. I n a theory of signs that
de-emphasizes the difference between speaking and writing,
and above all that does not stress the dialectic of event and
meaning, it can be expected that interpretation only appears
as one province w i t h i n the empire of comprehension or
understanding.
A different distribution of the concepts of understanding,
explanation, and interpretation is suggested, however, by the
maxim derived from my analysis in the first essay that if
discourse is produced as an event, it is understood as mean
ing. Here mutual understanding relies on sharing in the same
sphereof meaning. Already in oral conversation, forexample,
the transfer into a foreign psychic life finds support in the
sameness of the shared sphere of meaning. The dialectic or
73
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explanation and understanding has already begun. To under¬
stand the utterer's meaning and to understand the utterance
meaning constitute a circular process. The development of
explanation as an autonomous process proceeds from the ex
teriorization of the event i n the meaning, which is made
complete by writing and the generative codes of literature.
Then understanding, which is more directed towards the
intentional unity of discourse, and explanation, which is
more directed towards the analytic structure of the text, tend
to become the distinct poles of a developed dichotomy. But
this dichotomy does not go so far as to destroy the initial
dialectic of the utter's and the utterance meaning. As we saw
in the second and third essays, this dialectic is mediated by
more and more intermediary terms, but never canceled. In the
same way the polarity between explanation and understand
ing in reading must not be treated in dualistic terms, but as a
complex and highly mediated dialectic. Then the term i n 
terpretation may be applied, not to a particular case of under
standing, that of the written expressions of life, but to the
whole process that encompasses explanation and understand
ing. Interpretation as the dialectic of explanation and under
standing or comprehension may then be traced back to the
initial stages of interpretative behavior already at work in
conversation. And while it is true that only w r i t i n g and liter
ary composition provide a full development of this dialectic,
interpretation must not be referred to as a province of under
standing. It is not defined by a k i n d of object — "inscribed"
signs in the most general sense of the t e r m — b u t by a k i n d of
process: the dynamic of interpretative reading.
For the sake of a didactic exposition of the dialectic of
explanation and understanding, as phases of a unique pro
cess, I propose to describe this dialectic first as a move from
understanding to explaining and then as a move from expla
nation to comprehension. The first time, understanding will
beanaive graspingof the meaning of the text as a whole. The
second time, comprehension w i l l be a sophisticated mode of
understanding, supported by explanatory procedures. In the
beginning, understanding is a guess. A t the end, it satisfies
the concept of appropriation, which was described i n the
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third essay as the rejoinder to the kind of distanciation linked
to the full objectification of the text. Explanation, then, will
appear as the mediation between two stages of understand
ing. If isolated from this concrete process, it is a mere abstrac
tion, an artifact of methodology.
From Guess to Validation
VVhy must the first act of understanding take the form of a
guess? A n d what has to be guessed i n a text?
The necessity of guessing the meaning of a text may be
related to the k i n d of semantic autonomy that I ascribed to the
textual meaning i n my second essay. With writing, the verbal
meaning of the text no longer coincides with the mental mean
ing or intention of the text. This intention is both fulfilled and
abolished by the text, which is no longer the voiceof someone
present. The text is mute. A n asymmetric relation obtains
between text and reader, i n which only one of the partners
speaks for the t w o . The text is like a musical score and the
reader like the orchestra conductor who obeys the instructions
of the notation. Consequently, to understand is not merely to
repeat the speech event i n a similar event, it is to generate a
new event beginning from the text i n which the intial event
has been objectified.
In other words, we have to guess the meaning of the text
because the author's intention is beyond our reach. Here
perhaps my opposition to Romanticist hermeneutics is most
forceful, Weall know the maxim—which indeed antedates the
Romantics, since Kant knows and cites i t — t o understand an
author better than he understood himself. Now even if this
maxim may receive different interpretations, even if it may be
retained w i t h properqualifications (as I shaII attempt to show
below), i t led hermeneutics astray inasmuch as it expressed
the ideal of "congeniality" or a communion from "genius to
"genius" i n interpretation. The Romanticist formsof her
meneutics overlooked the specific situation created by the
disjunction of the verbal meaning of the text from the mental
intention of the author. The fact is that the author canno
longer "rescue" his work, to recall Plato's image, whicn ι
1
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discussed ίη the second essay. His intention is often unknown
to us, sometimes redundant, sometimes useless, and sometimes'even harmful as regards the interpretation of the verbal
meaning of his work.In even the better cases i t has to be taken
into account i n light of the text itself.
In conclusion, then, there is a problem of interpretation not
so much because of the incommunicability of the psychic
experience of the author, but because of the very nature of the
verbal intention of the text. The surpassing of the intention by
the meaning signifies precisely that understanding takes
place in a nonpsychological and properly semantical space,
which the text has carved out by severing itself from the
mental intention of its author.
The dialectic of erklaren and verstehen begins here. If the
objective meaning is something other than the subjective
intention of the author, it may be construed i n various ways.
Misunderstanding is possible and even unavoidable. The
problem of the correct understanding can no longer be solved
by a simple return to the alleged situation of the author. The
concept ofguess has no otherorigm. To construe the meaning
as the verbal meaning of the text is to make a guess.
But, as well shall see below, if there are no rules for making
good guesses, there are methods for validating those guesses
we do make. In this new dialectic both terms are required.
Guessing corresponds to what Schleiermacher called the " d i vinatory," validation to what he called the "grammatical."
Both are necessary to the process of reading a text.
2

The transition from guessing to explaining is secured by an
investigation of the specific object of guessing. We have an
swered our first question, why do we have to guess i n order to
understand? We still have to say what is to be guessed by
understanding.
First, to construe the verbal meaning of a text is to construe
it as a whole. Here we rely more on the analysis ofdiscourse as
work than on the analysis of discourse as written, A work of
discourse is more than a linear sequence of sentences. It is a
cumulative, holistic process.
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Since this specific structure of the work cannot be derived
from that of the single sentences, the text as such has a kind of
plurivocity, w h i c h is other than the polysemy of individual
words, and otherthan the ambiguity of individual sentences.
This textual plurivocity is typical of complex works of dis
course and opens them to a plurality of constructions. The
relation between whole and parts—as i n a work of art or an
animal — requires a specific k i n d of "judgment" for which
Kant has given the theory i n the Critique of Judgment. Con
cretely, the whole appears as a hierarchy of topics, of primary
and subordinate topics that are not, so to speak, at the same
altitude, so as to give the text a stereoscopic structure. The
reconstruction of the text's architecture, therefore, takes the
form of a circular process, i n the sense that the presupposition
of a certain k i n d of whole is implied i n the recognition of the
parts. A n d reciprocaUy, i t is i n construing the details that we
construe the whole. There is no necessity, no evidence, con
cerning what is important and what is unimportant. The
judgment of importance is itself a guess.
Second, to construe a text is to construe it as an individual.
As we saw i n the second essay, if a work is produced accord
ing to generic (and genetic) rules, it is also produced as a
singular being. Only techne generates individuals, says Aris
totle, whereas epi$teme grasps species. Kant, from another
point of view, confirms this statement: the judgment of taste is
only about individuals. Concretely, the work of discourse, as
this unique work, can only be reached by a process ofnarrowing d o w n the scope of generic concepts, which include the
literary genre, the class of texts to which this text belongs, and
the types of codes and structures that intersect in this text.
This localization and individualization of the unique text ts
also a guess.
The text as a whole and as a singular whole may be com
pared to an object, w h i c h may be viewed from several sides,
but never from all sides at once. Therefore the reconstruction
of the whole has a perspectivaI aspect similar to that ot a
Perceived object. It is always possible to relate the same
77
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sentence in different ways to this or that other sentence con
sidered as the cornerstone of the text. A specific kind of
onesidedness is implied in the act ofreading. This onesidedness grounds the guess character of interpretation.
Third, the literary texts involve potential horizons of mean
ing, which may be actualized i n different ways. This trait is
more directly related to the role of the secondary metaphoric
and symbolic meanings described i n the third essay than to
the theoryofwritingdevetoped i n the second one. A few years
ago I used to link the task of hermeneutics primarily to the
deciphering of the several layers of meaning i n metaphoric
and symbolic language. I t h i n k today, however, that
metaphoric and symbolic language is not paradigmatic for a
general theory of hermeneutics. This theory must cover the
whole problem of discourse, including w r i t i n g and literary
composition. But, even here, the theory of metaphor and of
symbolic expressions may be said to provide a decisive exten
sion to the field of meaningful expressions, by adding the
problematic of multiple meaning to that of meaning i n gener
al. Literature is affected by this extension to the degree that it
can be defined in semantic terms by the relation between
primary and secondary meanings i n it. The secondary mean
ings, as i n the case of the horizon, which surrounds perceived
objects, open the work to several readings. It may even be said
that these readings are ruled by the prescriptions of meaning
belonging to the margins of potential meaning surrounding
the semantic nucleus of the work. But these prescriptions too
have to be guessed before they can rule the work of interpreta
tion.
Asconcems the procedures for validation by which we test
our guesses, I agree with E. D . Hirsch that they are closer to a
logic of probability than to a logic of empirical verification. To
show that an interpretation is more probable i n the light of
whatwe know is something other than showing that a conclu
sion is true. So in the relevant sense, validation is not verifica
tion . It is an argumentative discipline comparable to the j u r i d 
ical procedures used i n legal interpretation, a logic of uncer
tainty and of qualitative probability. It follows from this
understanding of validation that we may give an acceptable
7S
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sense to the opposition between the Naturwissenschaften and
the Geisteswissenschaften without conceding anything to the
alleged Romanticist dogma of the ineffability of the indi
vidual. The method of converging indices, which charac
terizes the logic of subjective probability, provides a firm
basis for a science of the individual, which may rightly be
called a science. A n d since a text is a quasi-individual, the
validation of an interpretation applied to it may be said to give
a scientific knowledge of the text.
Such is the balance between the genius of guessing and the
scientific character of validation, which constitutes a modern
presentation of the dialectic between verstehen and erlären.
At the same t i m e , we are also enabled to give an acceptable
meaning to the famous concept of the hermeneutical circle.
Guess and validation are i n a sense circularly related as subjec
tive and objective approaches to the text. But this circle is not a
vicious one. That would be the case if we were unable to
escape the k i n d of "self-confirmability" which, according to
Hirsch, threatens the relation between guess and validation.
But to the procedures of validation there also belong proce
dures of invalidation similar to the criteria of falsifiabiIiry
proposed by Karl Popper i n his Logic of Discovery* Here the
role of falsification is played by the conflict between compet
ing interpretations. A n interpretation must not only be prob
able, but more probable than another interpretation. There
are criteria of relative superiority for resolving this conflict,
which can easily be derived from the logic of subjective pro
bability.
3

To conclude this section, if it is true that there is always
more than one way of construing a text, it is not true that all
interpretations are equal. The text presents a limited field ot
possible constructions. The logic of validation allows us to
move between the t w o limits of dogmatism and scepticism.it
is always possible to argue for or against an interpretation, to
confront interpretations, to arbitrate between them and to
seek agreement, even if this agreement remains beyond our
immediate reach.
5
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From Explanation to Comprehension
The preceding description of the dialectic between under
standing as guessing and explanation as validation was
roughly the counterpart of the dialectic between event and
meaning. The following presentation of the same dialectic,
but i n the reverse order, may be related to another polarity i n
the structure of discourse, that of sense and reference. As I
said i n the first essay, this new dialectic can be considered
from one point of view as an extension of the first one. The
reference expresses the full exteriorization of discourse to the
extent that the meaning is not only the ideal object intended
by the utterer, but the actual reality aimed at by the utterance.
But, from another point of view, the polarity of sense and
reference is so specific that it deserves a distinct treatment,
which reveals its fate in writing and, above all, i n some liter
ary uses ofdiscourse. The same points w i l l hold for the coun
terparts of the theory of the text i n the theory of reading.
We have seen that the referential function of written texts is
deeply affected by the lack of a situation common to both
writerand reader. It exceeds the mereostensive designation of
the horizon ofreality surrounding the dialogical situation. Of
course, written sentences keep using ostensive devices, but
these ostensive terms can no longer hold for ways of showing
what is referred to. This alteration of the ostensive designa
tion has positive and negative implications. On the one hand,
it implies an extension of the referred to reality. Language has
a world now and notjust a situation. But, to the extent that this
world, for most of its parts, has not been shown, but merely
designated, a complete abstraction of the surrounding reality
becomes possible. This is what happens w i t h some works of
discourse, i n fact with most literary works, i n which the
referential intention is suspended, or at least those i n which
the reference to the familiar objects of ordinary discourse is
suspended, to say nothing for the time being of another kind
of reference to some of the more deeply rooted aspects or
dimensions of our being in the world.
Thenew dialectic between explanation and comprehension
is the counterpart of these adventures of the referential func80
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Hon of the text i n the theory of reading. The abstraction from
the surrounding world made possible by writing and actu
alized by literature gives rise to two opposed attitudes. As
readers, we may eitherremain i n a k i n d of stateofsuspenseas
regards any k i n d of referred to reality, or we may imagi
natively actualize the potential non-ostensive references of
the text i n a new situation, that of the reader. In the first case,
we treat the text as a worldless entity. In the second, we create
a new ostensive reference thanks to the kind of "execution"
that the act of reading implies. These two possibilities are
equally entailed by the act of reading conceived of as their
dialectical interplay,
The first way of reading is exemplified today by the various
structural schools of literary criticism. Their approach is not
only possible, but legitimate. It proceeds from the acknowl
edgement of what I have called the suspension or suppression
of the ostensive reference. The text intercepts the "worldly"
dimension of the discourse — the relation to a world which
could be s h o w n — i n the same way as it disrupts the connec
tion of the discourse to the subjective intention of the author.
To read, i n this way, means to prolong the suspension of the
ostensive reference and to transfer oneself into the "place"
where the text stands, w i t h i n the "enclosure" of this worIdless
place. According to this choice, the text no longer has an
exterior, it only has an interior. To repeat, the very constitu
tion of the text as a text and of the system of texts as literature
justifies this conversion of the literary object into a closed
system of signs, analogous to the kind of closed system that
phonology discovered underlying all discourse, and which
Saussure called langue. Literature, according to this working
hypothesis, becomes an analogon of langue.
On the basis of this abstraction, a new kind of explanatory
attitude may be extended towards the literary object. This
new attitude is not borrowed from an area of knowledge alien
to language, but it comes from the same field, the semiologtcal
field. It is henceforth possible to treat texts according to the
explanatory rules that linguistics successfully apphed tome
elementary systems of signs which underlie the use ot lan
guage. We have learned from the Geneva school, the Frague
61
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school, and the Danish school of linguistics that it is always
possible to abstract systems from processes and to relate these
systems, whether they be phonological, lexical, or syntactical,
to units which are already defined through opposition to
other units of the same system. This interplay of distinctive
entities within finite sets of such units, as we have seen i n the
first essay, defines the notion of structure i n modern linguis
tics.
It is this structural model that is now applied to texts, i.e., to
sequences of signs longer than the sentence,which is the last
kind of unit that linguistics takes into account.
This extension of the structural model to texts is a daring
endeavor. Is not a text more on the side ofparole—of speech—
than on the side oilangue? Is it not a succession of utterances,
and therefore, in the final analysis, a succession of sentences?
Did we not show in our first essay the opposition between
spoken and written language, as contained i n the concept of
discourse which we opposed to latigue? 5uch questions i n d i 
cate at least that the extension of the structural model to texts
does not exhaust the field of possible attitudes i n regard to
text. We must therefore limit this extension of the linguistic
model to being just one of the possible approaches to the
notion of interpreting texts. Let us, however, first consider an
example of such an approach i n some detail before moving on
to consider a second possible conception of interpretation.
In his essay "The Structural Study of M y t h , " Claude LeviStrauss formulates the working hypothesis of structural
analysis in regard to one category of texts, that of myths." He
says, " M y t h , like the rest of language, is made up of con
stituent units. These constituent units presuppose the con
stituent units present in language when analyzed on other
levels—namely phonemes, morphemes, and sememes — but
they, nevertheless, differ from the latterin the same way as the
latter differ among themselves; they belong to a higher and
more complex order. For this reason, we shall call them gross
constituent units."
Using this hypothesis, the large units, which are at least the
same size as the sentence and which, when put together, form
the narrative proper to the myth, w i l l be able to be treated
7
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according to the same rules that apply to the smallest units
know to linguistics. I t is to insist on this likeness that LeviStrauss calls them mythemes, just as we speak of phonemes,
morphemes, and sememes. But i n order to remain within the
limits of the analogy between mythemes and the lower level
units, theanalysis of texts w i l l have to perform the samesort of
abstraction as that practiced by the phonologist, For the latter,
the phoneme is not a concrete sound, i n an absolute sense,'
with its acoustic quality. It is not a substance, to speak like
Saussure, but a f o r m , that is to say, an interplay of relations.
Similarly, a mytheme is not one of the sentences of a myth, but
an oppositive value attached to several individual sentences,
which form "a bundle of relations." It "is only asbundles that
these relations can be put to use and combined so as to pro
duce a m e a n i n g . " What is here called a meaning is not at all
what the myth means, i n the sense of its philosophical or
existential content or i n t u i t i o n , but rather the arrangement or
disposition of the mythemes themselves; i n short, the struc
ture of the m y t h .
I v o u l d like to briefly recall here the analysis that LeviStrauss offers of the Oedipus myth following this method. He
first separates the sentences of the myth into four columns. In
the first column he places all those sentences which speak of
an over-esteemed kinship relation: for example, Oedipus
weds Jocasta, his mother; Antigone buries Polyneices, her
brother, i n spite of the order not to do so. In the second column
are the same relations, but inverted as an under-esteemed
kinship relation: Oedipus kills his father, Laios; Eteocles kills
his brother, Polyneices. The third column is concerned with
monsters and their destruction.Thefourth groups togetheraU
the proper names whose meanings suggest a difficulty in
walking upright: lame, clumsy, swollen foot.
Comparison of the four columns reveals a correlation.Between numbers one and two, we have kinship relationships
in turn over-esteemed and under-esteemed. Between three
and four, there is an affirmation and then a negation ofmans
autochthony. " I t follows that column four is to columntnree as
c o l u m n o n e i s t o c o l u m n t w o . . . .Byacorrelationofthistype
the overrating of blood relations is to the underrating ot oiooa
8
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relations as the attempt to escape autochthony is to the impos
sibility to succeed in i t . "
The myth thus appears as a sort of logical instrument which
draws together contradictions in order to overcome them.
"The inability to connect two kinds of relationships is over
come (or rather replaced) by the assertion that contradictory
relationships are identical inasmuch as they are both selfcontradictory in a similar w a y . "
We can indeed say that we have explained the m y t h , but not
that we have interpreted i t . We have, by means of structural
analysis, brought out the logic of the operations that relate the
four bundles of relationships among themselves. This logic
constitutes "the structural law of the m y t h " under consideration. It wiII not go unnoticed that this law is preeminently an
object of reading and not at all of speaking, i n the sense of a
reciting where the power of myth would be re-enacted i n a
particular situation. Here the text is only a text, and reading
inhabits it only as a text, thanks to the suspension of its
meaning for us and the postponement of all actualization
through contemporary discourse.
e

10
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I have just cited an example from the field of myths. I could
cite another from a neighboring field, that of folklore narra
tives. This field has been explored by the Russian formalists of
the school of Propp and by the French specialists of the struc
tural analysis of narratives, Roland Barthes and A . ] . Greimas.
The postulates used by Levi-Strauss are also used by these
authors.The units above the sentence have the same composi
tion as those below it.The meaning of an element is its ability
to enter into relation with other elements and w i t h the whole
work.These postulates define the closure of the narrative. The
task of structural analysis therefore consists i n performing a
segmentation (the horizontal aspect) and then establishing
various levels of integration of parts i n the whole (the hierar
chical aspect). But the units of action, which are segmented
and organized in this way, have nothing to do w i t h psycho
logical traits susceptible of being lived or w i t h behavioral
segments susceptible of falling under a behaviorist psychol
ogy. The extremities of these sequences are only switching
64
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points in the narrative, such that ifone element ischanged, alJ
the rest is different, too. We here recognize a transposition of
the commutative method from the phonological level to the
level of the narrative units. The logic ofaction then consists in
linking together action kernels, which togetherconstitute the
narrative's structural continuity. The application of this tech
nique results i n a "dechronologizing" of the narrative, soas to
make apparent the narrative logic underlying the narrative
time. Ultimately, the narrative is reduced to a combination of
a fewdramatic units such as promising, betraying, hindering,
aiding, etc., w h i c h w o u l d thus be the paradigms of action. A
sequence is a succession of action kernels, each one closingoff
an alternative opened up by the preceding one. The elemen
tary units, i n their t u m , f i t i n w i t h larger units. For example,
the encounter embraces such elementary actions as approach
ing, summoning, greeting, etc. To explain a narrative is to get
hold of this symphonic structure of segmental actions.
To the chain of actions correspond similar relations between
the "actors" i n the narrative. By this one does not mean
psychological subjects, but formalized roles correlative to the
formalized actions. The actors are defined only by the predi
cates of action, by the semantic axes of the sentence and the
narrative: the one w h o does the acts, to whom the acts are
done, w i t h w h o m the acts are done, etc. It is the one who
promises, w h o receives the promise, the giver, the receiver,
etc. Structural analysis thus brings out a hierarchy of actors
correlative to the hierarchy of actions.
The next step is to assemble together the parts of the narra
tive to form a whole and put it back into narrative communica
tion. It is then a discourse addressed by the narrator to a
receiver. But, for structural analysis, the two interlocutors
must be looked for nowhere else than in the text. The narrator
is designated by the narrative signs, which themselves belong
to the very constitution of the narrative. There is nothing
beyond the three levels of actions, actors, and
™
falls w i t h i n the semiological approach. Beyond the last ievei
there is left only the world of the users of the narrative, wtocn
itself falls under other semiological disciplines that deal wi№
social, economic, or ideological systems.
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This transposition of a linguistic model to the theory of
narrative perfectly corroborates my initial remark regarding
the contemporary understanding of explanation. Today the
concept of explanation is no longer borrowed from the natural
sciences and transferred into a different field, that of written
documents. It proceeds from the common sphere of language
thanks to the analogical transference from the small units of
language (phonemes and lexemes) to the large units beyond
the sentence, including narrative, folklore, and myth.
This is what the structural schools mean by explanation i n
the rigorous sense of the term.
I now want to show i n what way explanation (erklären)
requires understanding {ver$tehert) and how understanding
brings forth i n a new way the inner dialectic which consti
tutes interpretation as a whole.
As a matter of fact, nobody stops with a conception of myths
and narratives as formal as this algebra of constitutive units*
This can he shown in a number of ways. First, even i n the
most formalized presentation of myths by Levi-Strauss, the
units, which he calls mythemes, are still expressed as sentenc
es, which bear meaning and reference- Can anyone say that
their meaning as such is neutralized when they enter into the
bundle of relations, which alone is taken into account by the
logic of the myth? Even this bundle of relations must be
written i n the form of a sentence. In the case of the Oedipus
myth, the alternation between over-evaluated and underevaluated kinship relationships means something that has
deep existential bearings. Finally, the kind of language game
that the whole system of oppositions and combinations em
bodies would lack any kind of significance if the oppositions
themselves, which Levi-Strauss tends to mediate i n his pre
sentation of the myth, were not meaningful oppositions con
cerning birth and death, blindness and lucidity, sexuality and
truth. Without these existential conflicts there would be no
contradictions toovercome, no logical function of the myth as
an attempt to solve these contradictions.
Structural analysis does not exclude, but presupposes, the
opposite hypothesis concerning myth, i.e,, that it has mean
ing as a narrative of origins. Structural analysis merely re/
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presses this function. But i t cannot suppress i t . The myth
would not even function as a logical operator if the propo
sitions that it combines d i d not pointtowards boundarysituations. Structural analysis, far from getting rid of this radical
questioning, restores i t at a higher level of radicality.
If this is true, could we not then say that the function of
stmctural analysis is to lead us from a surface semantics, that
of the narrated m y t h , to a depth semantics, that of the bound
ary situations, w h i c h constitute the ultimate "referent" of the
myth?
I believe that i f this were not the case, structural analysis
would be reduced to a sterile game, a divisive algebra, and
even the myth itself w o u l d be bereaved of the function LeviStrauss himself assigns i t , that of making men aware of certain
oppositions and of tending towards their progressive media
tion. To eliminate this reference to the aporias of existence
around w h i c h mythic thought gravitates would be to reduce
the theory of myth to the necrology of the meaningless dis
courses of m a n k i n d .
If, on the contrary, we consider structural analysis as one
stage—albeit a necessary one — between a naive interpreta
tion and a critical one, between a surface interpretation and a
depth interpretation, then it would be possible to locate ex
planation and understanding at two different stages of a
unique hermeneutical arc.
Taking the notion of depth semantics as our guideline, we
can now return to our initial problem of the reference of the
text. We can n o w give a name to this non-ostensive reference.
It is the k i n d of w o r l d opened up by the depth semantics of the
text, a discovery, which hasimmenseconsequences regarding
what is usually called the sense of the text.
The sense of a text is not behind the text, but in front of it. It
is not something hidden, but something disclosed. What has
to be understood is not the initial situation of discourse, but
what points towards a possible world, thanks to the nonostensive reference of the text. Understanding has less than
ever to do w i t h the author and his situation. It seeksto grasp
the world-propositions opened up by the reference of the texc^
To understand a text is to follow its movement from sense ro
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reference: from what it says, to what it talks about. In this
process the mediating role played by structural analysis con
stitutes both the justification of the objective approach and
the rectification of the subjective approach to the text, We are
definitely enjoined from identifying understanding w i t h
some kind of intuitive grasping of the intention underlying
the text. What we have said about the depth semantics that
structural analysis yields rather invites us to think of the sense
ofthe textasan injunction coming from the text, asa new way
of looking at things, as an injunction to think i n a certain
manner
This is the reference borne by the depth semantics. The text
speaks of a possible world and of a possible way of orientating
oneself within it. The dimensions of this world are properly
opened up by and disclosed by the text. Discourse is the
equivalent for written language of ostensive reference for
spoken language. It goes beyond the mere function of point
ing out and showing what already exists and, in this sense,
transcends the function of the ostensive reference linked to
spoken language. Here showing is at the same time creating a
new mode of being.
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